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How does the Slow Solar Wind
(SSW) form?
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A boundary between two different plasma during 2nd perihelion

Why do we care?

How does the Slow Solar Wind (SSW) form?

Observations:

erent slow solar wind states

Weak FIP
effect

Major gap in our understanding
of the Heliosphere and stellar
coronae (M-stars exhibit inverse
effect!)
Crucial tests for fundamental
IN SITU plasma processes in the corona
DATA
Strong space-weather effects
(shock waves, particle
acceleration)
A major goal for Solar Orbiter
and Parker Solar Probe!

Comparison of in situ data and white-light maps
highlighted plasma originating from possibly
two different sources…

from Rouillard et al. 2020 ApJ
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Result n°1: Calm solar wind intervals aree present in both plasma states!

Calm solar wind intervals

Calm solar wind intervals were
selected by eye, based on the
absence of large scale magnetic
variability (see above)
The fact that calm solar wind intervals
were found in both plasma states is in
favor of
Quasi steady state theory!
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PSP in-situ measurements from 2nd perihelion

Result n°2: plasma properties
are very different in SSW states 1 & 2

state 1
state 2

The most obvious difference is in the electron beta of the two SSW states

Result n°3: comparison with EUV maps
revealed the presence of an equatorial
coronal hole:

Quantity/property

Plasma state 1

Plasma state 2

Calm solar wind intervals
vs total data set
BETAe
(calm solar wind intervals)

~9.8%
more variable

~33.5%
less variable

~1.6

~0.32

Vp

~300 km/s

~300 > 450 km/s

Ne (40Rs)
(calm solar wind intervals)
B (40Rs)
(calm solar wind intervals)

~300 /cm3

~100 /cm3

[70-90 nT]

[60-80 nT]

Ne vs Vp

Increases

Decreases

BETAe vs Vp

Increases

Constant

Tp > Te at Vp = ?

~325 km/s

~380 km/s

NeVp

~ 8 109 /cm2/s

~4 109 /cm2/s

PSP connectivity

Flux tube A

Flux tube B

Data include magnetic eld components in the Radial Tangential Normal (R,T,N)
coordinates with respect to the spacecraft (provided by the FIELDS instrument, Bale et al.
(2016)).
Electron density and core temperature are provided by the Quasi-Thermal-Noise
spectroscopy (Meyer-Vernet et al. 2017) applied to FIELDS data (Moncuquet et al. 2020).
Proton speeds were measured by the Solar Probe Cup (SPC), which is part of the Solar Wind
Electrons Alphas and Protons (SWEAP) instrument (Kasper et al. 2016).

Result n°5: MULTI-VP (MHD) simulations along ux tubes A and B
provided two different slow solar wind and reproduce the
observed properties of the two plasma states!

Result n°4: optimisation of PFSS model
(source surface at 2.1 Rs instead of 2.5)
used to model the equatorial coronal hole

Flux tube A = edge of streamer
Flux tube B = edge of equatorial coronal hole

This study reveals observational clues
in favor of quasi-steady state formation of the SSW,
plasma properties measured at PSP being mainly
determined by the magnetic geometry
very close to the Sun
(no reconnection/dynamic processes in the MHD model)
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